Recent data on superflares on Sun-like stars and radiocarbon data on solar activity in the past are both indicative of transient epochs of unusually high magnetic activity. We propose an explanation for the grand activity maxima in the framework of a solar dynamo model with fluctuating parameters. Solar-type dynamos are oscillatory because of the combination of the solar-type differential rotation with positive (in the Northern hemisphere) alpha-effect. An artificial reversal of the sign in the alphaeffect changes the dynamo to a steady regime with hundreds of times larger magnetic energy compared to the amplitude of the cyclic dynamo. Sufficiently large and durable fluctuations reversing the sign of the alpha-effect during the growth phase of a magnetic cycle can, therefore, cause a transient change to a steady dynamo with considerably increased magnetic energy. This qualitative scenario for grand activity maxima is supported by computations of the dynamo model with a fluctuating alpha-effect. The computed statistics of several thousand magnetic cycles gives examples of cycles with very high magnetic energy. Our preliminary estimations however suggest that the probability of solar superflares is extremely low.
INTRODUCTION
The high-precision photometry of the Kepler mission (Koch et al. 2010) , primarily aimed at detecting slight dimming in stellar luminosity caused by planetary transits, provided exciting new knowledge on stellar flares. Though only very powerful flares (> 10 33 erg), exceeding the highest energy (∼ 10 32 erg) of ever observed solar flares, could be detected in the photometric data, the number of stellar 'superflares', reported in the pioneering works of Maehara et al. (2012) and Shibayama et al. (2013) , exceeded the stellar flare statistics of the pre-Kepler epoch considerably.
Many of the superflaring stars were solar-like G-dwarfs with long rotation periods Prot > 10 days (Shibayama et al. 2013) . Among them, there were two stars very close to the Sun in their surface temperature and rotation rate (Nogami et al. 2014) . This leads to the question of whether the superflares can occur on the Sun? Apart from its general interest, the question is of certain practical significance because the most powerful solar flares have caused damaging geomagnetic disturbances. Shibayama et al. (2013) and Shibata et al. (2013) suggest a positive answer with an esti-⋆ E-mail: kit@iszf.irk.ru mated frequency of one in about 800 yr for solar superflares of ≥ 10 34 erg (one in about 5000 yr for ≥ 10 35 erg).
It is remarkable that the distribution of superflare events among the Kepler targets is highly non-uniform. Shibayama et al. (2013) and Candelaresi et al. (2014) found that only about 0.3% of observed stars have shown superflares during six quarters of observations. Among the flaring stars, however, there were about five superflares per star on average. Superflares are, therefore, inherent to durable special states of abnormally high magnetic activity, not sparse rare events that occur with equal probability on all solartype stars. This is reminiscent of grand maxima of solar activity inferred by Usoskin et al. (2007 Usoskin et al. ( , 2014 ) from the content of radionuclides in natural archives.
The present paper proposes a dynamo model for the grand maxima with an attempt to estimate the possibility of solar superflares. Shibata et al. (2013) have already discussed this possibility from the standpoint of dynamo theory. They concluded that superflares would be possible in an exceptionally long solar cycle sufficiently durable for the differential rotation to wind a strong toroidal field with magnetic flux and energy sufficient for superflares. Such a hypothetical long cycle would be a certain infraction in so-lar cyclic activity. We suggest a dynamo-mechanism for such infractions.
It should be noted that currently there is no standard model for the solar dynamo. The absence of measurements of internal magnetic fields precludes a selection of the most realistic model among those hitherto proposed. However, the advection-dominated dynamos with Babcock-Leighton (BL) type alpha-effect for regeneration of a poloidal magnetic field originally proposed by Choudhuri et al. (1995) and Durney (1995) seem to provide the best agreement with the surface observations. The model used in this paper belongs to this type. It includes fluctuations of the alpha-effect.
Solar cycles observed differ in amplitude and duration. Dynamo theory explains this variability by fluctuations in dynamo parameters (another possible explanation is dynamical chaos in nonlinear dynamos; Tobias et al. 1995) . Previous dynamo models with fluctuating parameters were mainly aimed at explaining grand minima of solar activity similar to the famous Maunder minimum. The models generally reproduce grand minima statistics known from the radionuclide data. Publications by Moss et al. (2008) , Karak & Choudhuri (2011 ), Choudhuri & Karak (2012 , and Hazra et al. (2014) can be quoted as recent works among the extensive literature on this subject. Now we look in the 'opposite direction' with an attempt to explain the grand maxima.
Our model does not involve any new mechanism or ingredient not used in dynamo models with fluctuating parameters before. Only the amplitude of fluctuations is of primary importance. The key idea is briefly as follows. Solartype αΩ-dynamos are cyclic because the α-parameter of the alpha-effect is positive (in the Northern hemisphere). In this case, the new poloidal field generated by the alpha-effect from the toroidal field is opposite to the old poloidal field, from which the toroidal field was wound by differential rotation, and the fields reverse periodically in successive cycles. Each new cycle, therefore, destroys fields generated in previous cycle and replaces them by new reversed fields. At least, current theory expects the solar dynamo to work in this inefficient way. If the α-parameter were negative, the alpha-effect would amplify the pre-existing poloidal field. A steady dynamo with a much stronger magnetic field can be expected in this case (the expectation is confirmed by computations in the next section). If fluctuations of the alphaeffect are so large that their amplitude exceeds the mean value, the sign of the alpha-effect can occasionally reverse in course of a growth phase of a magnetic cycle. Then, a new poloidal field of the same sign as the old one will be generated and a long and powerful cycle will set in. This is our concept for the global maxima as infractions in the 'normal' course of solar cyclic activity. The qualitative concept will be supported by a numerical model.
The alpha-effect of our model is a particular implementation of the BL mechanism for poloidal field generation. The mechanism is related to the finite average tilt of the bipolar sunspot groups relative to the local line of latitude (cf., e.g., Charbonneau 2010). The mean tilt-angle is positive and corresponds to the positive alpha-effect (we follow the convention that the tilt-angle is positive when the spots leading in rotational motion are closer to the equator than the following spots and negative otherwise). The characteristic mean value of the tilt-angle (∼ 5
• ) is, however, small compared to the width of its observation-based distribution (see fig. 11 of Howard 1996) . The distribution extends far into the region of negative tilt-angles. Also the number of spot groups simultaneously present on the Sun is not large. Large fluctuations leading to the reversals of sign of the BL alpha-effect required by the above scenario for grand solar maxima are therefore possible. Parameters of the BL mechanism can be estimated from sunspot data (Erofeev 2004; Dasi-Espuig et al. 2010; Kitchatinov & Olemskoy 2011a ). Estimations of show that the amplitude of fluctuations in the corresponding alpha-effect exceeds the mean value.
DYNAMO MODEL
The dynamo model of this paper is almost identical to that of (hereafter OK13). The only slight difference is in the formulation of the alpha-effect. The model is therefore described here briefly.
Model equations
Our mean-field model is two-dimensional. Velocity V of the large-scale flow
and the large-scale magnetic field B B = e φ B(r, θ) + ∇ × e φ A(r, θ) r sin θ
are assumed to be axisymmetric about the rotation axis. In these equations, the usual spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ) are used, e φ is the azimuthal unit vector, Ω is the mean angular velocity, f (r, θ) is the normalized frequency of differential rotation, ψ is the stream function of the meridional flow, B is the toroidal magnetic field, and A is the poloidal field potential. The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) describes the axisymmetric meridional flow. Isolines of the stream function ψ in meridional planes are the stream-lines of the flow. Similarly, isolines of the potential A of Eq. (2) are the field lines of an axisymmetric poloidal field. Dynamo equations are normalized to dimensionless units to reduce the number of free parameters. Then, the model controlling parameters combine in two dimensionless numbers: the dynamo number
and the magnetic Reynolds number for the meridional flow
where α0 and η0 are the characteristic values of the alphaeffect and the eddy magnetic diffusivity respectively, R⊙ is the solar radius, and V0 is the amplitude of the meridional flow velocity. Both key numbers enter the normalized dy-namo equation for the toroidal field,
where the same notations are kept for normalized variables as used before for their dimensional counterparts, except for the fractional radius x = r/R⊙. In Eq. (5), η is the eddy diffusivity η T normalized to its characteristic value η0: η(x) = η T /η0 (see OK13 for the details of the normalization procedure). The dynamo equation accounts for the diamagnetic pumping with the effective velocity (Krause & Rädler 1980, chapter 9.5 ). The pumping effect is important for our dynamo model. Due to the pumping, the distributed model realises an essentially 'interface dynamo' near the base of the convection zone (Kitchatinov & Olemskoy 2012) . The poloidal field equation,
accounts for random fluctuations in the field generation term. The first term on the right-hand side represents the non-local alpha-effect of BL type. xi in the integration term is the radius of the inner boundary. The integration proceeds up to the upper limit x, which qualitatively reflects the fact that the generation of poloidal fields at some point x is contributed to by the rise of magnetic loops from deeper layers and that the rise is almost vertical (D'Silva & Choudhuri 1993) . The term σs accounts for the random fluctuations in the generation process. σ is the relative amplitude of the fluctuations and s(t) is a random function of time of the order of 1. The only difference from OK13 is that s is now a function of time only. OK13 studied the north-south asymmetry of the dynamo process induced by the dependence of fluctuations on latitude. Hemispheric asymmetry is not essential for the present paper and we omit the random dependence of fluctuations on latitude to speed-up the computations. The computations have to cover a long time to accumulate statistics of many dynamo-cycles. The computations of this paper were performed with the relative amplitude of fluctuations σ = 2.7 estimated from sunspot statistics . The random process is modelled by solving numerically the equation system,
in line with the dynamo equations. In Eqs (8), τ is the characteristic time of variation of s (the correlation time), ∆t is the time-step of the numerical model, andĝ is the random number with Gaussian distribution, zero mean, and rms value equal to 1. The random number was renewed each time-step independently of its former value. For the case of a short time-step, ∆t ≪ τ , equations (8) realize a smoothly varying random function of time with the correlation
where the angular brackets signify averaging over time t0. OK13 confirmed by computations that a numerical solution of Eqs (8) reproduces the analytical correlation function (9).
The inner boundary is placed at xi = 0.7 slightly below the helioseismologically detected position of the base of the convection zone at x b = 0.713 (Basu & Antia 1997) . The conditions for the interface with superconductor
were imposed at this boundary. Pseudo-vacuum conditions
were applied at the top.
Model design
Eddy diffusion varies mildly in the bulk of the convection zone but decreases sharply with depth near its base. This is reflected in the diffusivity profile
where ηin is the ratio of the overshoot region diffusivity to its value in the convection zone. The diffusivity profile for the values ηin = 10 −4 , xη = 0.74 and hη = 0.01 used in our computations is shown in Fig. 1 . The same figure shows the kernel functions of the non-local alpha-effect of the dynamo equation (7):
,
The function φ b (x ′ ) of this equation defines the region near the bottom boundary whose toroidal fields produce the alpha-effect near the top. The function φα(x) defines the near-surface region where the alpha-effect generates poloidal fields. The values hα = 0.02 and h b = 0.002 of the parameters of Eq. (13) were used in the computations. The prescriptions xα = 1 − 2.5hα and x b = xi + 2.5h b ensure smoothness of the kernel functions (Fig. 1) . Figure 1 . Profiles of the normalized diffusivity η and kernel functions (13) of the non-local alpha-effect of the dynamo equation (7) used in our model.
The diffusivity of Fig. 1 decreases strongly near the bottom boundary. The small near-bottom diffusivity and the downward diamagnetic pumping (6) result in fine structure of the magnetic field near the bottom. The numerical grid of our model is therefore not uniform in radius. The grid spacing is proportional to the square root of the local diffusivity value, ∆x ∼ √ η. With this choice, the numerical stability criterion for the fully explicit time-stepping of our model is uniform with radius. The grid-point method of the model is second-order accurate in space and first-order accurate in time. The time step is, however, proportional to the second order of the radial grid spacing ∆t = ε∆x 2 η −1 (ε = 0.3 ensured numerical stability). Computations were performed with a grid of 201 × 201 points in latitude and radius. The grid is uniform in latitude. No boundary conditions restricting the field parity were imposed at the equator.
The differential rotation was specified with the approximation of Belvedere et al. (2000) for the helioseismological rotation law:
where f is the normalized rotation frequency of Eq. (1), numerical values of the coefficients Cnm are given in Belvedere et al.. The rotation law is shown in Fig. 2 . The single-cell meridional circulation with poleward flow on the top and the return flow towards the equator near the bottom was specified with the following prescription for the stream-function:
where xs is the fractional radius of the stagnation point where the meridional velocity changes sign and C is a constant factor whose value is adjusted to ensure continuity of the stream-function at the stagnation radius. The adiabatic profile,
with Cρ = 10 3 was used for the normalized density. Computations were performed with p = 1/3 and xs = 0.77. With such a deep stagnation point, the velocity of the nearbottom flow is only slightly smaller compared to the surface flow (see fig. 3 of OK13). This flow structure is similar to the latest helioseismic data of Rajaguru & Antia (2015) and to the mean-field model of global solar circulation (Kitchatinov & Olemskoy 2011b) .
The magnetic Reynolds number (4) in the computations to follow is Rm = 10. This implies a background diffusivity value η0 = 10 9 m 2 s −1 , which is favoured by mixing-length estimations. Conversions between dimensionless and physical time-scales will be performed with this diffusivity value. In particular, the dimensionless rotation period is estimated to be
where Prot = 25.4 day is the sidereal period of solar rotation. The lifetime of sunspot groups is of the same order as the rotation period (Solanki 2003) . The correlation time of the fluctuations τ = 5 × 10 −3 was taken close to the normalized rotation period (17).
Properties of the model without fluctuations
The results of the next section can be interpreted in terms of the model properties for the case of vanishing fluctuations. We therefore consider first the case of σ = 0 in Eq. (7).
The critical value of dynamo number (3) for the onset of dynamo-instability is D 4 , is higher. Accordingly, the magnetic field converges to dipolar parity irrespectively of its initial equatorial symmetry. The preference for dipolar fields is a common feature of solar dynamo models with a strong decrease of diffusivity towards the inner boundary (Chatterjee et al. 2004; Jiang et al. 2007; Hotta & Yokoyama 2010) . The initial field in all runs of this paper combined the toroidal field of dipolar parity, B0 = 0.1(x − xi) 2 (1 − x) sin(2θ), and zero poloidal field. In several diffusive times, the field dynamics approach a regime independent of the field initial amplitude or spatial distribution. The memory time of the solar dynamo is comparable to the length of an activity cycle (Yeates et al. 2008) . The results to follow correspond to these asymptotic regimes independent of the initial state.
The solar dynamo is probably only slightly supercritical (see discussion in Karak et al. 2015) . All the computations to follow are therefore performed with only 5 per cent supercritical D = 3.16 × 10 4 . Figure 3 shows the time-latitude diagrams of magnetic oscillations for the case of vanishing fluctuations. The BL mechanism is related to sunspot activity. The butterfly diagram of Fig. 3 therefore shows the same near-bottom flux density per unit length in latitude,
as present in the alpha-effect of equations (7) and (13). The factor sin θ is included in this equation because of the assumption that sunspot production is proportional to the length of the toroidal flux tube. The field patterns of Fig. 1 roughly reproduce the observed dynamics of solar large-scale magnetic fields. The toroidal fields near the bottom boundary are about one thousand times larger than the surface polar fields. The amplitude of the normalized magnetic energy, for the oscillatory dynamo was W0 = 7.4 × 10 −5 (it should be multiplied by about 10 40 for conversion into dimensional cgs units). We shall use the fractional magnetic energŷ W = W/W0 normalized to this 'representative' value for comparison with other dynamo regimes.
If the sign of the alpha-effect is reversed, the dynamo changes from oscillatory to steady (by sign reversal, we mean the change of sign in the first term of the right-hand side of Eq. (7) or in dynamo number (3)). The steady field pattern for D = −3.16 × 10 4 is shown in Fig. 4 . The upper (dashed) boundary in the toroidal field pattern of this figure is at the radius x = 0.74. The toroidal field is concentrated near the bottom boundary due to the diamagnetic pumping of Eq. (6). The poloidal field is concentrated at the bottom as well but penetrates to the surface because the radial field is not affected by the radial pumping. Our distributed model, therefore, realizes an essentially interface dynamo due to allowance for the pumping effect (Kitchatinov & Olemskoy 2012) . The (fractional) magnetic energyŴ = 440 for the steady dynamo with negative alpha-effect is large compared to the oscillatory dynamo of Fig. 3 with a positive alpha. We can therefore expect a strong increase in magnetic energy from infractions in the dynamo mechanism caused by stochastic reversals of the sign of the alpha-effect.
RESULTS
Fluctuations in the alpha-effect change the dynamo from the strictly periodic regime of Fig. 3 to cycles with variable amplitudes and durations. Figure 5 shows the amplitudes of about four thousand computed cycles in terms of their fractional magnetic energyŴ . We use the cycle amplitude W0 for zero fluctuations as the representative value to which the amplitudes of irregular cycles for finite fluctuations are normalized. The mean normalized amplitude Ŵ = 5.9 is, however, not close to one (the angular brackets mean averaging over the ensemble of computed cycles). This relatively large mean amplitude results from the asymmetry between high-and low-amplitude cycles caused by the positive definiteness of magnetic energy: two cycles of ten times smaller and ten times larger amplitude compared to W0 have on average an amplitude of about 5W0. The 'characteristic amplitude' exp ln(W ) = 1.007W0 of the computed cycles is, however, close to W0. Fig. 5 shows that cycles of much higher magnetic energy compared to W0 are sometimes met in the very long computation. These high cycles are caused by the infractions in the dynamo process discussed in the Introduction. Figs 6 and 7 unfold the dynamics of magnetic fields and fluctuating alpha-effect around the high cycles labelled 1 and 2 in Fig. 5 . In both cases, there were durable reversals of the sign of the alpha-effect in the growth phase of the high cycles. By the 'growth phase',we mean the epoch of toroidal field amplification. Normally, the poloidal field declines in the growth phase. The decline prevents winding of 'too strong' toroidal fields by differential rotation. An occasional reversal of the alpha-effect in the growth phase amplifies the poloidal field so that an abnormally strong and durable cycle sets in.
The high cycles of Figs 6 and 7 obey this scenario. Durable reversals of the alpha-effect are typical of the high cycles of our model. We therefore propose infractions in the cyclic dynamo caused by statistical reversals of the alphaeffect as the mechanism for grand activity maxima.
The poloidal field diagrams of Figs 6 and 7 are relatively fine-structured. The structuring is caused by the fluctuations in the alpha-effect of the poloidal field generation. The fine structure is smoothed out while the field is transported to the base of the convection zone where the toroidal field is wound and the toroidal field patterns are smooth.
Unlike the grand minima, which normally comprise several or many magnetic cycles, high cycles are usually alone. Grand maxima of several neighbouring cycles with W > 10W0 occurred seldom in our computations.
The probability of the amplitude of a magnetic cycle exceeding a given valueŴ of fractional magnetic energy is shown in Fig. 8 as a function ofŴ . This plot can be understood also as a fraction of computed cycles with amplitudes higher thanŴ . The probability of a dynamo cycle exceeding 10W0 in amplitude is P (> 10) = 0.204 (Fig. 8) . About 2.5 per cent of computed cycles had amplitudes in excess of 30W0 and only one cycle (marked 2 in Fig. 5 ) had an amplitude in excess of 100W0. If we assume linear proportionality between the maximum flare energy and the energy of dynamo-generated magnetic fields, then solar cycles producing superflares of 10 34 erg should be extremely seldom, that is, to be met only once in several thousand activity cycles.
CONCLUSIONS
We propose statistical reversals of the alpha-effect on the growth phase of solar or stellar activity cycles as a mechanism for the emergence of cycles with exceptionally high magnetic energy. The sign reversals cause infractions in the cyclic dynamo in the form of transient changes to a steady dynamo. The steady dynamo with reversed sign of the alphaeffect (Fig. 4) has about 400 times higher magnetic energy compared to the amplitude of a cyclic dynamo. Even a shortterm change to a steady regime, therefore, results in a significant increase in magnetic energy.
This scenario for the grand maxima of stellar activity is in some sense similar to the model of Giesecke et al. (2005) for geomagnetic reversals. The difference, however, is that the 'background' geodynamo of Giesecke et al. was steady. Random fluctuations in their model occasionally changed the alpha-effect to a state where a transient oscillatory dynamo sets in. Magnetic field reversals occurred if the transients were sufficiently durable. The reversals were accompanied by a significant reduction in magnetic energy. In our case, transient changes of the oscillatory dynamo to a steady regime are accompanied by an increase in magnetic energy. Geomagnetic reversals and grand maxima of stellar activity may be of similar origin.
Our model computations support the above scenario for grand activity maxima. Two examples of Figs 6 and 7 show sign reversals of the alpha-effect on the growth phase of high magnetic cycles. The supposed change of the dynamo to a transient steady regime explains the long durations of the high cycles. The longevity of high cycles agrees with the estimations of Shibata et al. (2013) showing that only durable cycles can produce sufficiently strong toroidal fields for superflares. If we assume that the maximum possible energy of flares is proportional to the energy of the internal stellar magnetic field and the maximum flare energy for a typical solar cycle is about 10 32 erg, then the simulations of this paper suggest that superflares of ≥ 10 34 erg should be extremely rare and practically impossible on the Sun. It seems, however, premature to claim such a conclusion. Conversion of the energy of dynamo-generated fields into the energy released in flares is purely understood and represents an essentially open problem which is in the core of the relation between dynamo and flaring activity. Candelaresi et al. (2014) associated spikes of Ohmic dissipation in their dynamo model with flaring events. It remains, however, unclear how the energy of magnetic fibrils of which the large-scale dynamo-field probably consists (Parker 1984 ) depends on the energy of the parent dynamo-field.
The unknown relation between the energies of flares and internal magnetic field of a star may not be linear. Also, our model includes purely known parameters. The amplitude of the fluctuations was estimated from sunspot data . The correlation time of the fluctuations, however, is difficult to estimate. It can be expected that high cycles will be more frequent in dynamo simulations with a longer correlation time. Simulations of magnetic cycle statistics demand long computations. We do not attempt to explore the parametric space already in this publication introducing the grand maxima model.
If the above scenario for grand activity maxima is correct, it may have a certain prognostic significance. The Babcock-Leighton mechanism is related to observable properties of sunspots (Dasi-Espuig et al. 2010; ). An inversion of the BL-type alpha-effect implies violation of Joy's law. Multiple violation of this law at the beginning of an activity cycle can be a predictor of the high amplitude and long duration of the coming cycle. A short-term violation of Joy's law has been actually noticed in the current solar cycle (Kitchatinov & Khlystova 2014; Mordvinov et al. 2015) but it happened close to the cycle maximum and influenced the polar field dynamics only slightly.
